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NgREN, ACE and the Changing Narrative of Research,
Teaching in Nigerian Universities

bridging skills gap in the region
and increase in internally generated
revenue. The beneficiaries of
the ACE project are students in
supported institutions and their
partner-institutions from across
West and Central Africa, who will
benefit from quality research-based
education in high demand areas;
companies, governmental and
non-governmental organisations
that partner with the ACEs, which
stand to gain from more interns and
graduates, who are trained in more
relevant areas and also from more
applied research, relevant to their
businesses. In addition to these,
Faculty and Staff in the ACEs will
benefit from improved teaching
and research conditions; while their
counterparts in regional partnerinstitutions, will also benefit from
improved capacity of the ACEs.

BY NATS ODAUDU, BLUEJACK
MINASIGHA
About five years ago, the Nigerian
Research and Education network
(NgREN) received a major support
from the World Bank to enable her
roll out its network in 27 Federal
Universities. The aim is to digitally
connect all educational and
research institutions across the
country and provide affordable
internet bandwidth; electronic
resources like e-books, e-journals,
repositories; identity federation and
roaming services; high performance
computing; etc.
Ever since, the network has been
making gradual progress and
has attained some level of selfsustenance. In fact, the NgREN
story is a testament to how the
National Universities Commission
and other stakeholders have used
Development partners’ support to
kick-start a thriving programme.
A similar scenario is being
witnessed under the Africa Centres
of Excellence (ACE) programme,
which is bringing about a major
turnaround in research and
postgraduate training in the areas

•Director of ICT, UniJos, Prof. Tanko Ishaya (left); NgREN Board Chairman, Prof.
Abubakar Rasheed, (middle), Vice Chancellor University of Jos, Prof. Seddi Maimako (2nd left) and other members of the team inspecting University of Jos Data
centre.

of Health Sciences, Agriculture and
Science, Technology, Engineering
& Mathematics (STEM).

•Vice Chancellor, University of Benin, Prof. Faraday Orumnwense and Himdat
Bayusuf; a World Bank Education Specialist (right).
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The Africa Centres of Excellence
(ACE) is a World Bank funded
regional higher education project,
designed to promote regional
specialisation, among participating
Universities, within the Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM), Agriculture
and Health areas, that address
particular
common
regional
development challenges as well as
strengthen the capabilities of these
Universities to deliver high quality
training and applied research.
The broad objective of the ACE
project is to meet the labour
market demands for skills within
specific areas where there are skill
shortages affecting development,
economic growth and poverty

NgREN

reduction in the sub-region.
The Centres of Excellence in
Nigeria, like other countries,
emerged
through
a
very
competitive
process,
which
resulted in the selection of 22
Centres in the West and Central
African sub-regions, out of which
ten are in Nigeria. Eight countries
across West and Central Africa are
participating in the first phase of
the project: Nigeria, Ghana, Togo,
Benin, Cameroun, Burkina Faso,
Cote d’Ivoire and Senegal.
The success of the ACE project
is enormous in terms of improved
learning environment, attaining
world class research, increased
collaborations and partnerships,

NgREN

Speaking on this collaboration,
Chairman Board of NgREN
and Executive Secretary of the
National Universities Commission
(NUC), Professor Abubakar Adamu
Rasheed disclosed that the Centres
are making tremendous progress
in research though not at the same
pace. He said some are moving
faster than others, but what is
needed is for them to deploy more
of the available resources and
technologies in their projects to
achieve more results as there is still
more grounds to be covered.

The NgREN
platform
has given some
increased level of
visibility to the
ACE by helping
the world see
clearly some of the
potentials
He said “after my recent visits to
all the 10 centers in the country,
to monitor their progress and
get first-hand information about
them, I can confidently say that
they have renewed my hope in
the capacity and capability of the
Nigerian University System (NUS)
to impact, positively, the country,
the West African sub-region and
African continent, as a whole.
“Every one of the ACEs is at the
centre of relevant research, some
of which have put the country on
the world map. The world is being
controlled by two revolutions:
One is the genomics/genetic
revolution and the other, the
digital revolution. It is gratifying
to see that two of our Centers
(the Africa Center of Excellence in

•Cross section of participants, 4th NPPRC meeting at the Bayero University, Kano.
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Indices of the Project. The Centers
visited were those in Jos, Benin,
Zaria, Abeokuta and Ile-Ife.”
The importance of the Nigerian
Research and Education Network
(NgREN) to the development of
the Nigerian University System in
terms of research and resources
sharing through its facility cannot
be over emphasized.

•L-R: Managing Director NgREN, Dr. Joshua Atah; ACE Health Specialist, Prof. Hadiza Galadanci; World Bank Education Specialist,
Himdat Bayusuf and Vice-Chancellor, UniBen Prof. Faraday Orumnwense.

Genomics of Infectious Diseases
at the Redeemer’s University, Ede
and Software Engineering at the
Obafemi Awolowo University, IleIfe) are on their way to becoming
strong players in these fields.
“The Pharmaceutical industry has
captured the world’s imagination
with Phytomedicine and the
Africa Centre of Excellence in
Phytomedicine Research and
Development at the University of
Jos is set to take its place in that
field as well. Closely related to
this, in health, are the Centers on
Neglected Tropical Diseases and
Forensic Biotechnology at the
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
and that in Reproductive Health
Innovation at the University of
Benin.
“In
agriculture,
post-harvest
losses, dry land farming and
environmental
sustainability
have remained important topics
of international discuss. Again,
three of the ACEs (Centers for
Food Technology and Research
at the Benue State University,
Makurdi; Dryland Agriculture at
Bayero University, Kano as well
as Agricultural Development and
Sustainable Environment at the
Federal University of Agriculture,
Abeokuta) are giving good
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accounts of themselves.
“Not the least, are the remaining
two Centers of Excellence in
Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) at the
University of Port Harcourt and the
African University of Science and
Technology, Abuja. Their Centre for
Oil Field Chemicals Research and
the Pan African Materials Institute,

respectively, are at the cutting
edge of research in their areas of
competencies.
“Five of the ACEs also received the
combined teams of officials of the
World Bank (WB), Association of
African Universities (AAU) and the
NUC on supervision missions to
monitor their progress and how they
are meeting the Key Performance

The ACE in Nigeria had leveraged
on a number of NgREN services
e.g. the WebEx and video
conferencing
technology
to
connect and enable members of
the ACEs project interact among
themselves. One of the derivable
benefits was at the recent gathering
of the ACE members during the 4th
meeting of the National Project
Performance Review Committee
(NPPRC) which took place on April
20, 2017 at the Bayero University
Kano’s Centre for Dryland
Agriculture (CDA). The meeting
leveraged on NgREN to ensure
full participation of the members
as those who were unavoidably
absent effectively participated
remotely from various parts of the
world in the proceedings via video
conferencing.
The WebEx is a multi-functional
desktop video/audio conference
call application that allows

•Board Chairman, NgREN, Prof. Abubakar Rasheed (right) with Vice
Chancellor, Benue State University, Prof. Msugh Kembe

meeting with anyone, anywhere,
in real time, as long as there is
availability of Internet access and
the application on a computer
or the app installed on a phone.
The platform afforded absentee
members to physically participate
remotely from various parts of the
world.
The NgREN platform has given
some increased level of visibility
to the ACE by helping the world
see clearly some of the potentials
and prospects that were coming
out from the walls of the individual
universities running the Centres.
The Platform has enabled some
of the participating universities
move away from ordinary
abode of teaching to research
gateways, which is currently
shaping the acceptance of these
Centres as also gateways for
internationalisation, as they have
begun to attract international
students. The ACE are gradually
building viable research centres
in the universities with the
exposure of the varying projects to
cutting-edge researches through
networking among them.

•L-R: Center Leader ACE PRD, Prof. John Aguiyi; NUC Director Executive Secretary’s office,
Mr. Chris Maiyaki and Managing Director NgREN, Dr. Joshua Atah.
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The NgREN Platform also opened
up a channel of collaboration
between the Centre for Dryland Agriculture hosted by the
Bayero University Kano and the
International Crop Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics
(ICRISAT), a major international
stakeholder in dry-land agriculture.
It is for these inexhaustible
benefits of the NgREN that
universities are encouraged to
key into the technology in order
to maximise its benefits.
During his visit to the Centre for
Phytomedicine Research and
Development at the University
of Jos, Professor Rasheed while
commiserating with the institution
whose library was recently gutted
by fire urged the University to
focus more on its e-library as,
according to him, most modern
libraries in the world were moving
towards this direction with few
hard copies of books on their
shelves.
He was accompanied on the visits
to the ACEs by the Managing
Director of NgREN, Dr. Joshua
Atah.
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The Africa Connect2 Project
The European Commission is
supporting the establishment
of high capacity networks for
Research and Education across
Africa in order to provide the
continent a gateway to global
research collaboration. The project
started in 2011 with the East and
Southern African countries and is
now in its second phase covering

the West and Central African
countries under the umbrella of the
West and Central African Research
and Education Network (WACREN).
The WACREN region was allocated
the sum of 12.25 million Euros
out of the total projected sum of
26.6 million Euros. The European
Commission will pay 80% of this

Benefits of NgREN’s participation
money so long as the participating
National Research and Education
Networks (NRENs) can jointly
contribute the remaining 20%,
which amounts to 2.45 million
Euros (in the case of WACREN
member countries). WACREN has
projected that 10 countries within
the region could participate in
this phase, with each paying two
hundred and seventy five thousand
Euros (€275,000.00), inclusive of
operational costs.

The project will provide a number
of infrastructure and services
which will benefit the participating
countries. They include:
(i)

Interconnection between the
participating countries on one
hand and a connection to the
GEANT network in Europe;

(ii)

Peering with other countries
that already have points of
presence in Europe (USA,
China, South African, Kenya,

Egypt, etc.), thus giving
access to research content
from these countries;
(iii) Access to cheaper bandwidth;
(iv) Foster the development
of cooperative research
programmes between the
European and the African
research and education
communities;
(v)

Provide infrastructure that
supports the development

and deployment of the
applications exploiting work
done in Europe regarding the
Information Society;
(vi) Open up the research
activities in the region and
build co-operation with
researchers in the rest of
the world. Specific research
application areas cover the
fields of Health, Climate,
Agriculture, Education and
Environment.

NgREN Signs Agreement with WACREN on AfricaConnect2 Project

T

he Nigerian Research
and
Education
Network (NgREN), has
entered an agreement
with the West and
Central African Research and
Education Network (WACREN),
in order to maximise the
benefits of the second phase
of the AfricaConnect Project,
(AfricaConnect2).
This milestone is part of efforts
by NgREN to keep connecting
and
enabling
Nigerian
Universities and other research

institutions share resources,
communicate, collaborate and
partner with member institutions
and other countries for effective
research and learning.

NgREN will make significant
progress in delivering efficient
and effective service to the
Nigerian University System
(NUS).

Speaking at the ceremony
which held in Abuja, Managing
Director, NgREN, Dr. Joshua
Atah expressed delight at the
epoch making event. He said
the success has come after
series of efforts and challenges
encountered due to financial
constraints. He expressed the
hope that with the agreement,

According to him, “the signing
of this agreement will be the
beginning of more progress
in this direction. We will
demonstrate to all stakeholders
what this means”. He used
the forum to congratulate the
NgREN team for this leap and
its efforts at ensuring a smooth
and seamless interconnectivity

among institutions
country.

in

the

Dr. Atah observed that the
success story of WACREN
would have been incomplete,
without the participation of
NgREN, due to the number
of institutions in Nigeria. He
explained that most Universities
could not participate in the
event due to the short notice,
but promised that they would
be properly briefed of the new
development.

•L-R: Barr. Iyayi Oriabure of NgREN; CEO WACREN, Dr. Boubakar Barry and
Dr. Joshua Atah, Managing Director, NgREN.

This agreement which signals a
new vista for the NUS, through
the NgREN, has provided more
opportunities for the Nigerian
Universities to collaborate with
other country’s Universities for
global research.

the Project, expected to run from
2015 to 2018 will consolidate
on the achievements of the
AfricaConnect, adding that
Lagos State and the NgREN
Secretariat would be among the
hubs of the project.

Speaking also at the ceremony,
Chairman and Chief Executive
of WACREN, Dr. Boubakar Barry
said Nigeria is the 5th country to
connect to the AfricaConnect2,
after Mali, Togo, Cote d’ Ivoire
and Burkina Faso. He said that

Dr.
Barry
assured
that
AfricaConnect2 will develop
high-capacity internet networks
across the entire African
continent and connect them to
the European GÉANT Network,
thereby, enabling students,

•Managing Director NgREN, Dr. Joshua Atah (3rd left), speaking at the agreement signing occasion
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Searching the EBSCOhost Database: Basic Search
BY PETER S. LEO
psleo@ngren.edu.ng
EBSCOHost is a powerful online
reference tool that offers a variety
of full text data bases from leading
information
providers
which
include e-journals, periodicals,
e-books etc.

•The Agreement signing session

researchers and academics in
Africa and beyond to collaborate.
He stated that the connectivity
would not only boost research
and education locally with
opportunities like e-learning and
cloud computing, but would also
benefit scientific studies globally
in areas such as climate change,
biodiversity,
food
security,
malaria and other infectious
diseases.
He expressed the hope that
other West and Central African
countries such as Ghana,
Senegal, etc., would soon join the
Network for the overall benefit of
their countries. AfricaConnect2,
he said, comes at a time when
the demand for adequate
bandwidth and network services
from researchers, lecturers and
students at West and Central

African
higher
education
and research institutions are
extremely high. “There is no
doubt that AfricaConnect2 will
satisfy this demand and benefit
the socio-economic landscape in
the region”, he added.
Dr.
Barry
disclosed
that
AfricaConnect2 involves three
sub-regional RENs including,
WACREN, which is building a
regional Research and Education
network in West and Central
Africa and would connect it
to Europe. This, according to
him, includes the UbuntuNet
Alliance which operates the
UbuntuNet network in Eastern
and Southern Africa; ASREN
which has been connecting
Northern Africa following the
Mediterranean EumedConnect
project and the European

Networking Organisation GÉANT,
which has been developing new
connections with all pan-African
networks, thereby, bringing
the Research and Education
communities between two
continents together. He also
disclosed that the procurement
process and other activities
were already on-going assuring
NgREN that it would enjoy the full
benefits of the project.

EBSCO is not a database rather it
is a vendor that provides a number
of different databases, it can be
seen as a shell that allows you to
search.
To access the EBSCOHost
database, go to http://search.
ebscohost.com, enter your user
name and password, to search
a specific database all you need
to do is click the database name
listed below, to select more than

one database to search, check the
boxes next to the databases and
click continue.
The window that will appear
is the basic search screen of
EBSCOHost, Begin by entering
your search term in the search box
e.g “Terrorism” click the search
button to view results or click the
search option button to apply
limiters,
Search modes allow you to
choose between the Boolean /
phrase search i.e a type of search
which allows you to combine
keywords with modifiers such
as AND, NOT and OR to further
produce more relevant results, For
example, a Boolean search could
be “Terrorism” AND “Nigeria”, or
“Terrorism” AND “Ghana” etc.

This would limit the search
results to only those documents
containing the two keywords),
find all my search terms, find
any of my search terms etc.
after applying all your limiters,
by clicking the search button the
window that appears will include
all of the databases available to
you,
Or clicking on the title prompts a
tool bar on the right hand side of
your screen, these tools will help
you save your results, add them
to a folder, print, email them to
yourself etc.
In summary, use quotes,
additional text, date rangers
and subject terms to get better
results using the EBSCOHost
search engine.

In a Vote of thanks, Mr. Niyi
Ilesanmi, thanked Dr. Barry for
the visit, saying that NgREN
has made a giant stride in its
services, expressing the hope
that the platform would signify
progress for the NUS and be
mutually beneficial to all its
members.

•Staff and team members of NgREN and WACREN
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Safari
Books Seeks
Springer
Nature
Listing in
NgREN
Database

NgREN Organises Training on
Digital Repository Management
Digital repositories make research
materials by Universities and other
research organizations easily
accessible. It also makes long
term preservation of the materials.
These were emphasized recently at
the capacity building on Repository
Management organized by the
Nigeria Research and Education
Network (NgREN) for librarians
and ICT staff of selected Nigerian
Universities in Abuja.

made this known while welcoming
participants,
highlighted
the
various concerns that necessitated
the scheduling of the training. He
said it was primarily the need for
Universities to access digitized
educational contents from member
institutions.

Mr. Tedd Avinidigh of Messrs
Management Edge Ltd who
facilitated the two days training
provided an overview of Repository
NgREN’s head of Network Service and Access Control before
Team, Mr. Anthony Adejumo who engaging the participants in a

hands-on management process.
The class which was interactive
and easy to understand discussed
topics such as; Access control/
User
Authentication,
User
Management, Community and
Content Management (creating
community,
content
and
metadata), Maintenance Tag,
Content Harvesting, Review and
Approval Workflow, Sharing of
Some Useful Links on Backup and
Item Templates.

The Nigerian Research and
Education Network has asked
service providers desiring to be
listed in its data base to offer
highly discounted rates that will
be acceptable to its subscribers.

•Chief Joop Berkhout, Chairman/CEO,
Safari Books

•George Berkhout, Director Marketing
and Business Development

subscription package,” Dr. Atah
explained.

are
providing
the REN with a tool that will
help
improve
collaboration
not only locally amongst the
various Nigerian Universities but
internationally as well, he further
mentioned that Safari Books has
15 to 20 institutions that subscribe
to at least one service from
ProQuest and this service could
be academic complete which is
145,000 key books, ProQuest
central or institutional thesis at
a reasonable cost /annum which
covers from setting up of access
to training of the desk officers.

Earlier, Regional Sales ManagerMiddle east and Africa, Mr. Anas
Abdelhadi informed the NgREN
team that Springer Nature is
the world largest academic
book publisher, publisher of the
world’s most influential journals
and a pioneer in the field of open
research. According to him,
Springer Nature offers Nigeria
access to more than 70,712
eBooks, in 20 subject collections
which include Computer Science,
Engineering, Medicine, History,
Education, Social Sciences and a
host of others.

The Managing Director NgREN,
Dr. Joshua Atah who led a team
to a meeting with Safari Books
Limited in Abuja recently, disclosed
that the research network has
dealings with a number of other
database providers insisting that
what really matters is the quality He cited examples of some African
and affordability of what they were countries like Egypt which has a
offering.
nationwide license with ProQuest,
Botswana library consortium
The meeting was sequel to
where ProQuest is the main
a proposal by Safari Books
supplier for foundation databases
requesting Springer Nature to be
covering journals, magazines,
considered as part of e-resources
newspapers, reports as well as
that would be included in the
eBooks, others include Kenya and
NgREN database platform and
Ghana.
to be made available to Nigerian
Universities. This according to Mr. Anas also mentioned that
the company will help institutions they have looked at the research
improve their research and also output and ranking of Nigerian
reduce cost of subscription Universities, as well as what the
substantially.
NgREN needs in order to improve
the ranking at no additional cost;
“ What NgREN has been doing in
one of which is publishing of
the past few years is to partner
student’s dissertations (master’s
with service providers and agree
and Doctorate degrees) and the
on highly discounted rates that will
second is collaboration which
be acceptable to its subscribers i.e
is one of the visions of the
the institutions then it goes ahead
NgREN. According to him, they
to list the products on the NgREN

Safari Books proposed ProQuest
Central which is an aggregated
multidisciplinary database with
publications from a number of
online reference tools. This giant
data base according to Mr. Anas
is a foundation which covers 116
subject areas and includes 39
databases and ebrary which has
147,000 titles and covers more
than 117 subject areas which
allows students to read, download
and keep the material a whole year.
Jessica Porter who is the account
Manager
Africa
ProQuest
made mention of the Refworks
database which is a bibliographic
management tool that helps
to do citations and also a tool
for managing the citations and
references. Materials can also
be downloaded and shared for
collaboration purposes among
students from both within and
outside institutions.

•Cross section of participants at the Digital Repository Training
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Cost Effective Ways of Running Computer Based Testing in a
Higher Institution: A Look at the University of Port Harcourt
BY CHRISTIAN AHIAUZU

other.

ICTC, University of Port Harcourt The University was one of the first
to pursue an IT driven University
Introduction:
as far as the Nigerian educational
system is concerned. However,
The Unique Uniport, as is fondly
for certain reasons, the progress
called, refers to the University of
has been so slow that other recent
Port Harcourt. Unique Uniport
generation Universities have long
is located in Port Harcourt, the
overtaken the University. Currently,
state capital of Rivers State,
the University does have a Network
Nigeria. It was established in
Operations Center, and pockets
1975 as University College, Port
of both wired and wireless LAN.
Harcourt. In 1977, it finally got a
However, this is hardly spread
University Status with seven (7)
through the entire University due
schools. It however changed to a
to a number of challenges that
faculty system in 1982. Currently,
keep bedeviling progress in this
the University has about twelve
area. The University does have its
(12) faculties distributed amongst
own bandwidth capacity sourced
three closely placed parks divided
through the Nigerian Research
by the East/ West Road. Some
and Education Network (NgREN)
people refer to these parks as
and others, which is distributed
campuses, but they hardly merit to
amongst the few users on the
be addressed so, most especially
network. There is however, an area
due to their proximity to each

•Christian Ahiazu, University of Port
Harcourt

where the University seems to be
making giant strides; this is the
area of Computer Based Testing.
Computer Based Testing (CBT) at

the Unique University started about
2009 with simple test runs of entry
examinations for students of the
Institute of Petroleum Studies (IPS)
at the University. The examinations
then had a maximum participation
size of about sixty (60) candidates.
These were learning days for
the designers of the system.
Sometimes, examinations were
halted midway due to technical
problems. The two designers
would go back to the drawing
board and rework the system to
sustain the number. At a point, the
system started carrying above a
100 concurrent candidates for
each examination. The system was
fully tested in 2010/2011 when the
Unique Uniport decided to carry
out Computer Based Testing of
about thirty five thousand (35,000)
candidates in the then Post UTME
examination. It sounded like a joke,

but the then Director of ICTC (late
Prof. E.T Iyagba) was dogged at
his decision and refused to be
deterred. With the full support of
the then Vice Chancellor, Prof.
Joseph A. Ajienka, he mobilized
his staff (the designers) to redesign
the system to attain a capacity
of about eight hundred (800)
concurrent candidates. A total
of six (6) halls were used with
two servers running Ubuntu to
administer the examination. Like a
dream come through, about thirty
five thousand (35,000) candidates
were tested in one week using a
batching style. This feat was not
without a number of technical
hitches. However, success was
recorded. Unique Uniport therefore
became the first University to use
its internal staffing to carry out
Computer Based Testing for PostUTME candidates in the country.
Some other Universities who tried
to follow suit contracted this out,
costing the University a lot of
fortunes to achieve.
Since 2009 testing periods till
date, the University has been
using the CBT system for all

its entry examinations, and
has recently introduced this for
General Courses (GES). A few
departments have also insisted
on using the system for their
internal semester examinations
with a lot of successes recorded.
When the Joint Admissions and
Matriculations Board decided to
convert their examinations to CBT,
Uniport also became one of their
foremost centers. The University
has recorded a lot of success in
this area as JAMB has continued
to commend the University for
a
near-perfect
participation
in this respect. Most testing
organizations have also used the
facility to carry out promotional
interviews, scholarship pre-testing
etc recording huge successes.
This article attempts to briefly
X-ray the entire process, explaining
some of the design considerations
which have kept the system
working and cost effective. An
attempt will also be made to
suggest more improvements
into the system for institutions
intending to go into computer
based testing.
Initial Administrative Challenges
Faced:
At its inception, there were
a number of administrative
challenges the promoters of
computer based testing at the
University of Port Harcourt faced.
Some of these where;
1.
Lack of Support by the
Teaching Staff: This was the
major problem which seemed
like a stumbling block to the
entire struggle. A cross section
of teaching personnel felt that the
new system will “remove food from
their table”. The new system would
be grossly transparent since the
computer system was going to be
programmed to award marks to
candidates “without fear or favor”.
For some individuals who had the
tendency of collecting money to
falsify results, this system was
going to be a “bad market”. So
a cross section of teaching staff
tried all their best to make sure

•University of Port Harcourt Senate Building
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that the new proposal does not
see the “light of day”.

Problems Associated with the
Initial Setup:

2.
Paucity of Funds: There
is no institution that can actually
boast of getting all funds needed
to execute projects within the
institution. In our case, it was even
more difficult because we were
talking about a system that was
just about to be tested within the
University. The system was quite
capital intensive and you can’t
recover your funds within a small
space of time. It was regarded
as a long term project. Lack of
adequate funds almost crippled
the proposed system even before
it saw the light of day.

The initial setup suffered a number
of setbacks due to problems
associated with the design and
implementation of the CBT
network at that time. Some of
these noticeable issues were;

3.
Lack of an organized
manpower to execute a Computer
Based Testing session: This was
also a problem that militated
against
the
commencement
of Computer Based Testing.
However, since the University of
Port Harcourt already had ICT
staff that had some background
knowledge
of
Learning
Management Systems (LMS), it
was a matter of brief training to
initiate the rest of the staff into the
working processes.
The challenges listed above were
a few of the challenges which had
to be fought in other to achieve the
success of the system.
Initial Setup for Computer Based
Testing (CBT):
Given some of the problems
which were faced at the inception
of Computer Based Testing at
the University of Port Harcourt,
a number of decisions had to
be taken administratively and
technically during the initial stages
of the project.
•
The servers which hosted
the LMS were Cloud based. The
University bought space from
hosting platforms and installed
Moodle in it. All configurations on
the server were made using SSH
and http protocols to access the
host machine configuration area
and the Moodle backend. All client

16

•
Difficulty
experienced
by a few computers while trying
to connect to the Moodle server
located on the Cloud.
•
Total amount of internet
bandwidth used during the testing
period was large. At that time, the
University was using a satellite
based internet provider with not
more than 7.5Mbps total capacity.
It got to a point in the University
that all other processes running on
the web, had to be disconnected
any time testing was being carried
out.

•Vice Chancellor, University of Port Harcourt, Prof. Ndowa Lale

computers were also allowed to
access the server via a router with
NAT enabled.
•
There were less than a
hundred (100) client computers
connected to the CBT network.
These computers were more of
desktops, and a few laptops.
The web browser (Firefox was
preferable) in each, client system
was used to connect to the front
end of the Moodle on the server.

•
Figure 1 shows the network
diagram used for the design of the
system.
Figure 1: Initial Network Setup for
CBT Network in 2009/2010

•
The rate of system session
timeout was very large. Though a
few systems were involved in the
testing during this initial stage,
after starting the testing, some
computer
internet
browsers
would time out even at the middle
of a testing session. Some would
reconnect while others may not.
•
The security of testing
carried out on the Cloud in this

way could not be guaranteed.
First, the testing was done over
the http protocol, rather than the
https protocol, which was more
secure.
•
Sometimes,
the
web
administrator was locked out in the
middle of a testing session. More
so, once the LMS administrator
was carrying out any activity on
the server, all candidates were to
hold-on until the activity was over.
•
Batching of students was a
major problem for a server based
LMS implementation like Moodle.
All requests hit the server at the
same time, as candidates were

asked to log in at the same time.
•
The wireless LAN on which
the client computers were locally
connected to the core switch had
its own problems as well. First, the
line was totally unsecure as none of
the WiFi encryption technologies
was used at the initial stage. So,
we had incidences of candidates
writing tests from outside the halls
designated for the testing. Once
you can get a laptop and you know
the full URL to connect to, you
can find a way to manipulate the
process of getting your username
and password and get testing
outside the halls. More so, the
client computers suffered from a
number of DoS attacks. Even when
encryption was later introduced,
the encryption technology was not
full proof.
Current Setup for Computer Based
Testing (CBT):

•
The examination sessions
were batched. By this, I mean that
a specific number of candidates
were seated behind the computers
and asked to log in and start
testing at the same time. They
were also asked to stop at the
same time.

Our team continued to improve
upon the CBT network over the
years. This article, for lack of
space, may not get into the details
of how we progressed over the
years. There had been a lot of
trial and errors, while applying the
known bases for network design,
system integration and Moodle
performance. What we have today
is far better than what we used to
have in those days. Though a lot
has changed, there is however a
part of the entire system which
never changed; using staff of

•
The interconnection of the
client computers was via a WLAN.
About two (2) Linksys Wireless
Access Points were used to form
the WLAN. The desktops had
wireless LAN cards installed on
each.
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the ICTC to design and deploy
the system. The Moodle LMS
has continued to be used by the
Unique Uniport team. Some of
the technical and administrative
changes which have yielded
enormous results include;
•
All servers for the CBT
testing have been localized. Unlike
the initial arrangement where the
servers were on the cloud, and IT
staff only accessed the servers
via SSH and http protocols. The
servers ran on Ubuntu with Moodle
locally installed on them. The
clients are divided amongst two (2)
HP Proliant Servers DL380 Gen9
running Ubuntu Linux destro.
•
All client systems have
been upgraded to laptops. They
all run either of Windows 7, 8 or
10. With a minimum of Dual Core
Processors. Each client system
runs Firefox, Google Chrome and
Internet Explorer. However, none

The current total number of client
computers is about six hundred
(600).

carry out routine updates. The
servers also only connect to the
internet for update purposes.

•
The testing network has
been upgraded to cabled LAN.
Using Cat 6 UTP cabling, all
client computers are connected
to an array of switches down to
the router and then to the servers
which are located at the mini Data
Center of the University. Only two
mini halls hosting about a 100
computers still run on Wi-Fi. These
mini halls are hardly used for CBT
these days.

•
Details of the Network
Diagram for the current set up are
shown in figure 2.

•
The
“strict
batching”
method of administering the tests
have been replaced with a “partial
batching”. Unlike before, where
candidates must all logon at the
same time and leave the halls
at the same time, now though a
group of people are brought into
the halls to seat for the tests at
once, they do not have to all logon

Figure 2: Current Setup
Computer Based Testing.

for

Problems Associated with the
Current Setup:
The current setup does indeed
solve some of the problem inherent
in the initial setup. However, it also
has its own peculiar downside.
Some of the addressable issues
include the following;
1.
It is a more expensive
option. This is because the cost
of structured LAN cabling is not
comparable to that of WLAN.
Also, the purchase of servers to
run internally is capital intensive.
However, after a few months, cost
of maintaining a Cloud based
server would probably outrun it.
2.
The security of the system
depends on how secure the mini
data center is kept. Should the
mini data center be vulnerable to
attack, then all data hosted here
is lost. A walk around is through
well planned Disaster Recovery
(DR) for the mini data center. This
will further drive the cost of the
deployment up though.

the CBT halls. If the funds are not
actually the problem, then first
consider the candidate size and
work from there upwards.
2.
The size of the server
hardware to be used. At the
University of Port Harcourt, our
servers are HP Proliant servers
(DL380 Gen9). They are within
a Million Naira range. However,
smaller portable laptops which
are high grade intel corei7 can be
made into a server for a smaller
client size. So for starters with
probably about a 100 client
connections, this can be the case.
3.
Network Connection type
should also be considered. How
should the client computer be
connected to the core of your CBT
network? Given our experience
over the years, I would advise
that you use cabled LAN as this
will save you a lot of stress. Even if
you have to cable with lower grade
switches, it will be worth the extra
cost. However, if there is basically
nothing you can do, then a secure
Wi-Fi can be administered. By
this, I would recommend AES
encryption private standard.
However, full proof security of this
standard cannot be guaranteed.
We were working on better ways of
securing the wireless signal using
some form of AES encryption,

•CBT Centre

enterprise standard before we left
for a cabled network.
4.
Another
consideration
is the client computer type and
operating system. Though we are
using Windows based laptops, we
are working towards migrating to
Ubuntu based client computers
with GUI interface. This will reduce
licensing costs for antivirus, OS,
Office Suit etc. More so, we have
consistently had problems with the
onboard keyboard of the laptops
which is making us want to move
on to “all-in-one” desktops. We
have not moved on to these, but

it is believed that this will cater for
majority of the problems we are
facing with the laptops. The only
problem with this could be that
of electric power for the client
computers. There are “all-in-one”
computers with PoE ability. A
further research into the durability
of such when used in a CBT
environment can be investigated
to help solve the problem of
electric power which the laptop
have advantage over desktops.
5.
Cost of network live
devices is another consideration.
Most people would wonder why

Cost Factors to be considered
while planning for a CBT system:
It is possible to start a CBT network
with a small funding. However,
some of the considerations should
be as follows;
of these are used to access the
http interface of the front end
of Moodle. SEB (Save Exam
Browser) is an open source project
browser just like Firefox, but built
with testing in mind. It is installed
on all the client computers and
the IP address of the server on
a private range is configured on
each instance of this browser.
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at the same time nor do they have
to all leave the hall at the same
time. In fact, the candidates are
encouraged to logon at their own
pace to avoid over loading the
Moodle Server.
•
The CBT LAN was totally
isolated from the University LAN.
The client computers have no
need for the internet except to

1.
The number of concurrent
candidates to be tested. Before
planning the size of your hardware
server and halls, the total number
of concurrent candidates to be
tested should be fixed. However,
it can also be the other way round.
What I mean is that your facility
size can be the judge of how many
concurrent candidates are to use
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we are not using CISCO routers.
Mikrotik Cloudcore routers have
several processors (up to 36 cores)
and also have very large memory,
yet they cost far less than their
CISCO counterparts. It is always
advisable to embed a DHCP
server into the CBT network.
Procuring a different box for this
will raise the cost of integration
further. If you use CISCO routers,
you may discover that having
another DHCP server may do
you good. However, with Mikrotik
Cloudcores, both the routing and
DHCP service can be embedded
into a single box, drastically
reducing your installation costs.
Using a smaller device such as a
Linksys router as a DHCP server
may serve for an extremely small
setup, as long as you would not
also use the router to route your
traffic between the client subnet
and that of the Moodle server.
As for switches, if the funds are
available, go for CISCO switches.
Else, DLink higher end switches
may also do the trick.
6.
Network Design methods
should also be considered. As
much as you wish to reduce
cost, try not to “daizy-chain” your
switches too much.

a compromised system all in a bid
to achieve a less expensive design
depends so much on the needs
of the institution and the purpose
for the CBT. In all, plan rightly and
you will not need to contract your
Computer Based Testing center to
anyone. Also invest in the training
of your staff for this is a long term
investment.

Christian Ahiauzu is a Network
Engineer with 10 years experience
in Information Communication
Technologies. A Post Graduate
of Computer Science, he has
had several trainings in ICT both
In summary, it is possible to start
in and outside Nigeria. He is an
up your institutions CBT network
expert in the area of Computer
in a cost effective way. Your ability
Network Design, Implementation
to plan in such a way not to design

and Administration, possessing
great skills in web development
with languages such as HTML,
CSS, PHP and C++ programming.
He is also knowledgeable in the
installation and use of various
e-learning
technologies
and
programs making him quite
versatile in Information and
Communication
Technology.
He has been involved in various
ICT projects around Nigeria
and belongs to a number of
organizations including ISOC,
FOSSFA, ANUPA, Nigerian ICT
Forum, etc. He currently leads a
group of energetic personnel as
Head of the Network Infrastructure
Unit, University of Port Harcourt.

University Librarians Urged to Collaborate with
NgREN, WACREN on Research Infrastructure
The need for librarians to partner
Nigerian Research and Education
Network (NgREN) and the West
and Central African Research and
Education Network (WACREN) in order
to bring Identity Federations and user
communities closer for the sake of
research and collaboration has been
emphasized.
NgREN Focal Point for the TransAfrican
Network
Development
(TANDEM) project, Laide Olanlokun
made this a talking point in her
presentation at the recently concluded
Bi-Annual Conference and Annual
General Meeting of the Association
of University Librarians of Nigerian
Universities (AULNU). She said this can
be achieved through Authentication,
Authorization and Access Control. In
her presentation, she gave details of
the impact of National Research and
Education Networks (NRENs), her role
as a National Focal Point, the need
for university librarians as Institutional
Focal Points (iFPs) and what would be
expected of them.
The conference with the theme “The
Nigerian University Library System:
Crossroads, Conflicts and Critical
Considerations” held at the African
University of Science and Technology
(AUST), Abuja, Nigeria.
Corroborating
her
position,
Managing Director NgREN, Dr.
Joshua Atah explained to members,
the numerous ways to leverage the
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technology available on the NgREN
platform aimed at promoting new
and innovative ways of teaching,
learning and research. He spoke on
the deployment of e-Learning tools
and web portals, academic contents
and applications, Video Conferencing
facility, Voice over IP (VoIP) telephony,
collaboration services and tools such
as wikis, event calendars, document
repositories, that will strengthen and
foster collaboration within the Nigerian
library community.
Speaking on the topic ‘The Nigerian
University Library System: Crossroads,
Conflicts and Critical Considerations’,
former librarian of University of Nigeria,
Nsukka and currently a Member of
its Governing Council, Prof. Charles
Omoekwu urged librarians to redefine
their roles and be involved in all
academic programs of the university
and also organize yearly workshops for
Postgraduate students to showcase
the vast resources available in the
university library system.
Senior Lecturer, Information School
at Sheffield University UK, Dr.
Pamela Abbott, who spoke on ‘The
Role of Librarians in African Higher
Educational Institutions as Central
Actors in Embedding NREN Digital
Services’ via skype emphasized
issues in Information Management and
Librarianship, the role of the academic
library and new challenges especially
with digitization. She also spoke on
the librarian’s role as central actors in

Higher Education Institutions and the
support offered by NREN services to
support the librarian’s role.
Chief Technology Officer of WACREN,
Omo Oaiya, explained how the
librarian community situates within
their local research network and
how it hopes to work together with
librarians to address the issues
raised at the conference. These
include how librarians can key into
the various ICT platforms intended
to improve their service delivery to
their constituents. He also unveiled
the LIBSENSE (Library Support for
Embedding NREN Services and
e-Infrastructure) initiative, a formal
program and research agenda to
develop sustainable institutional
support for Higher Education librarians
to play a central role in NRENs.
In conclusion, all the speakers
emphasized the need for collaborative
effort by all stakeholders from
various fields to develop library
platforms that leverage open source
software and open access, provide
improved and best practices in library
service provision and cloud based
infrastructure services.
AULNU, formerly known as Committee
of University Librarians of Nigerian
Universities (CULNU), is the forum for
discussing matters and formulating
policies relating to University Libraries
in Nigeria and advising on Library and
Information Services.
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